
Summer 1 MTP - Year 2

Week 1  -25/04 Week 2 – 02/05 Week 3 – 09/05 Week 4 – 16/05 Week 5 – 23/05

Theme HELP! It’s on fire!

Hook Roasting marshmallows on an open fire

Novel

T4W

Katie in London

Writing
Conjunctions and imperative

verb focus

Enp’s, commas in a list and

conjunction focus

Enp’s, commas in a list

and conjunction focus

Enp’s, commas in a list and

conjunction focus

Question focus



Maths
Place Value Addition and Subtraction Multiplication and

Division
Fractions Measurement - Time

National curriculum
Maths objectives

Number bonds  to 20. Multiplication and
division facts for the 5

times table.

Multiplication and
division facts for the 10

times table.

Multiplication and
division facts for the 2

times table

Telling the time
(quarter hour intervals

and 5 minutes).

Science-

Animals, living things
and their habitats

Dead or alive!

Look at plant, dead flower

and pretend plant. Talk about

the similarities and

differences between the

three. Introduce the idea that

one of them is living, one is

dead and one has never been

alive. Discuss definitions of

each. Find own examples.

Make a list of different things.

A robot can move, so why is it
not alive?

Microhabitats

Explore the term

microhabitats, what does

micro mean? What is a

habitat?

List different minibeasts

that might be seen in the

playground.

Use clipboards and tally

sheets to note how many of

the different minibeasts we

can see outside.

Return to class and discuss

what we notice about the

different microhabitats e.g.

dark, damp places or dry,

bright places etc.

Write about one minibeast

that was found and the

habitat that it was found in.

Go large!

Discuss the fact that

habitats can be small or

large. Discuss what types

of animals might live in

larger habitats e.g.

dessert, polar etc.  Match

the animals to their

habitats. How is that

animal suited to that

habitat? Why would they

not be suited to another

habitat?

Write about an animal

that lives in a large

habitat as well as how it is

adapted to live there.

Food chains!

What is a food chain?

Discuss what one looks like.

Order the food chains

correctly.  Discuss the

meaning of the word

predator.

What happens at the end of

the food chain to the

predator?

What food chains do you

know of?

Habitats

Pick an animal and learn
about their habitat.  Draw

the animal and write about
how it is adapted to live in

that environment.



History Hook Lesson
Fire Safety – Fire

service?

What was the great fire of
London?

How did the fire spread
so fast?

NPP - GFL

Timeline of the Great
Fire of London

Where did the Fire
happen?

Locate the Great fire
of London on a map.

What did we learn from
the fire? 

Samuel Peeps Diary

How can we find out
about the past?

Creative:
Design & Technology
Christopher Wren -
How will we rebuild

the cathedral?

D&T

Research Christopher Wren
(English architect) and look at

some of his
buildings/cathedrals that he

has designed.

Chd will create a moodboard
of cuttings/ drawings and

collage ideas for what
children could build their

design on - annotation of the
cathedral

D&T

Using their moodboards,
children will draw and

annotate their own ideas of
what they want their

Cathedral design to look
like.  Focus on the features
and why they have chosen

them

Chd will explore different
materials and their uses for
the purpose of their design.

Chd design their Cathedral

D&T

3D Design

To design a Cathedral

using recycled materials.

Children can source their

own materials.

D&T

3D Design

To design a longhouse

using recycled materials.

Children can source their
own materials.

D&T

3D Design

Children will test, evaluate
and reflect on the strength

of their models - children will
consider adapting their
model based on their

evaluations

Religious Education What is a calling?
How was Jesus called?

What happened at Jesus’
baptism?
What was his special role?

Who were Jesus’
followers and what did
they do?

What are the stories about
Jesus healing and caring for
people?

What are the stories about
Jesus healing and caring for
people? (continued)



PSHE-
Being my Best

You can do it! My day Harold’s Postcard -
Helping us To Keep
Clean and Healthy

Harold’s Bathroom My Body Needs …


